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Faxination by Fenestrae offers a cloud faxing solution that transforms the way enterprises send and receive 
critical business documents. By leveraging cloud technology, companies can now exchange sensitive data 
without the need to maintain hardware or software. In doing so, businesses can save time and money by 
leveraging our cloud faxing solutions’ remarkable capabilities. With this, businesses can easily access or 
exchange their data from anywhere in the world. 

Cloud fax is a secure, reliable, and stable solution that offers many advantages to business enterprises with 
varying needs. Perhaps a business enterprise wants to transition to the cloud to eliminate paper usage, or 
they’re looking to move to the cloud for its secure storage capabilities. Whatever the case may be, business 
enterprises can experience a smooth and successful transition to the cloud while never sacrificing the same 
security and reliability offered by on-premise infrastructure.

Faxination Cloud Fax: A New  
Standard in Business Communication
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Faxination provides businesses with greater flexibility in managing critical business data both securely and 
efficiently. Now, companies can access their most important documents quickly and accurately without having 
to worry about downtime or unreliable service as these issues are minimized by our cloud technology’s 
reliable nature. With full integration to Microsoft Office 365, our solution ensures that there is minimal 
training required and that the benefits are realized right away. 

Faxination’s cloud fax solution is designed to streamline business processes while securing protected 
information in transit. When business enterprises invest in a solution like Faxination, they’re investing in a 
long term communication infrastructure that’s built to withstand the ever-changing needs of the business 
enterprise landscape. 
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A lack of control over business critical data can be linked to significant drawbacks such as wasted time spent 
trying to reorganize documents as well as delays in data exchange. Enterprise communications can often be 
hindered by a number of factors, such as human error, delayed or misdirected communication, as well as 
misplaced or lost documents. These disruptions can lead to major compliance issues, interrupted workflows, 
and fragmentation of business operations. 

Human error is one of the aggravating factors when it comes to enterprise communication breakdowns. 
Documents may become misplaced or lost in transit due to a lack of organization or oversight on the part of 
personnel overseeing the process. These oversights can have serious implications for businesses. Delaying 
the exchange of information between departments could ultimately result in compliance issues that could 
have been avoided had there been proper management of operations from the outset. 

Aging Communication Infrastructure Can  
Hinder Critical Business Operations
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Faxing can help mitigate fraud risks in countries where email is vulnerable to hackers who might 
be able to manipulate or intercept the emails. When using Faxination, businesses can enjoy the 
security and reliability when sending faxes abroad. This is especially useful for multi-national 
companies that exchange data from different corners of the globe. 

Using encrypted data transmission, Faxination ensures that any protected information is never 
susceptible to unauthorized access. These features work in tandem so that businesses are able to 
securely send faxes without any worry of their transmissions being compromised or falling into the 
wrong hands.

Faxination Mitigates Fraud Risk & Boosts Security Measures

Businesses relying on legacy systems are particularly vulnerable if they do not update their infrastructure 
regularly. Old systems may struggle with modern communications protocols or other industry standards 
which could slow down business processes—causing further delays and interrupting workflows  
across departments.

Finally, security is another consideration when choosing a new faxing solution. Organizations must ensure 
their systems are up-to-date with proper encryption measures in place if they wish to protect confidential 
information from falling into the wrong hands. With cloud faxing, data is securely stored right within the cloud 
which hosts stringent security measures for greater compliance and protection.
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Cloud faxing has been steadily gaining popularity as the most efficient and secure way to exchange. One of 
the main reasons for its increasing adoption is the flexibility, scalability, and cost-effectiveness that cloud fax 
technology offers. Faxination takes this one step further and incorporates features and capabilities that make 
the transition to a more modern solution virtually seamless. This includes:

Integration with common business applications such as MS Office 365.

Faxination integrates with email, fax, and paper documents, allowing enterprises to unify document 
flows and streamline document exchange.

Cloud fax services can reduce costs associated with physical infrastructure maintenance while 
facilitating streamlined data exchange.

Fenestrae’s team is composed of certified technicians that assist in administering your enterprise-
wide cloud faxing solution, freeing up time for more business critical tasks. 

Businesses are enabled to internally manage users while leveraging different access levels for 
greater control. Once an organization is setup with Faxination’s cloud portal, users can receive 
access immediately. 

Faxination allows for multiple connection types for the cloud solution, as our offering includes 
our enterprise faxing solution as the backend. This means business enterprises can expand their 
applications alongside their internal division requirements.

The Top Benefits of  
Faxination’s Cloud Fax for Business Enterprises

Ease of Use

Efficiency

Cost Effectiveness

Reduced Labor

Cloud Administrator Portal

A Continuously Developing Solution
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Faxination’s cloud fax solution offers users flexibility, reliability, and security, enabling them to access faxes 
from anywhere in the world with an internet connection. All incoming faxes are automatically processed 
by the Cloud, which eliminates the need for a dedicated server or physical device. Furthermore, Faxination 
dramatically simplifies the workflows involved with sending and receiving faxes. 

In fact, the process of sending a new fax using Faxination is incredibly simple, and only requires a few steps:

So, what’s involved with making the transition to the cloud? To start, our dedicated team will guide you 
through the decision-making process and evaluate your unique business needs. From there, we offer the 
option to sign up for a yearly subscription service that links Microsoft Office 365 to the backend of the 
enterprise fax portal. This will allow your business enterprise to easily and securely access their documents 
from any device anywhere in the world. 

There are a variety of methods that businesses can use to transition to cloud faxing, such as routing, porting, 
or leveraging the current telephony infrastructure with the use of remote devices. Admins who have access to 
the portal also have control over managing current fax numbers and maintaining them with Faxination. This 
provides an added layer of security and compliance through integrated monitoring and control options that 
allow different access levels of control. Faxination’s cloud fax also ensures scalability. Businesses can scale up 
or down based on their specific needs without having to make additional investments.

Everything You Need to  
Know About Moving to the Cloud

1. Open a new email and attach the files you wish to fax.

2. Type in the “To” or “CC” fields <faxnumber>@sdxfax.net or <faxnumber>@domain.net

3. Send the fax 
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Cloud faxing is quickly becoming the preferred method of business communication for many enterprises 
across a wide range of industries. Faxination is an ideal cloud faxing solution for businesses looking to 
modernize their current faxing technology and ensure reliable, secure communication with minimal disruption 
to their day-to-day operations.

Faxination’s cloud-based system can be tailored to meet the specific needs of every enterprise regardless 
of size or industry type. This includes allowing users to route existing fax numbers, making for a virtually 
painless switch. Moreover, our enhanced security measures and integrations with existing applications or 
systems guarantee a seamless transition that ensures uninterrupted communication while reducing  
overhead costs. 

Why Cloud Fax is the Future  
of Business Communications Going Forward

To keep up pace with Microsoft’s evolving operations, Faxination contains numerous APIs allowing multiple 
products to interact with an enterprise fax solution and push and pull data as needed. In doing so, we’ve been 
able to adapt our technology to scale in terms of its capacity and reliability, so that it can accommodate an 
ever increasing number of users who depend upon Faxination for critical communication. 

Migrating to the cloud is no longer an option but a necessity in order to stay competitive in today’s rapidly 
changing business environment; that is why cloud faxing provides businesses with an efficient solution that 
alleviates cost while allowing them to safely transmit confidential documents without ever compromising 
security or reliability. Faxination offers businesses a robust yet flexible platform that allows them to take 
advantage of all the benefits cloud faxing has to offer without ever having to worry about disruptions due its 
entirely scalable architecture.
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For well over 30 years, Fenestrae has been at the forefront of faxing software communications solutions. 
Faxination is one of our cutting-edge products that has grown from a single offering to an extensive product 
portfolio—one that has earned the company a unique position in the IT market. Fenestrae’s commitment 
to staying up-to-date with rapidly changing business information technology has prompted us to offer new 
cloud-faxing solutions alongside our comprehensive on-premise solutions. 

Despite witnessing drastic changes within the world of digital communication, we have continually adapted 
our technology to these changes as they occur. Our focus continues to remain on providing our customers 
with the most cutting-edge technologies and highest quality support services. We employ a wide range of 
experts from different parts of the world, enabling us to offer 24/7 customer support and sales across all time 
zones. In addition to this, each member of our team brings their own unique skill set to the table which makes 
it easier for us to develop innovative solutions that satisfy our customers’ needs. 

Our development process is highly mature and utilizes agile methodologies, rigorous Q/A testing, and 
frequent production releases to ensure maximum quality assurance across all products and services that 
we provide. The company places a strong emphasis on talent acquisition and fostering a collaborative 
environment where each team member’s contributions are valued. This lays the foundation for further 
innovation as we strive to push boundaries and remain ahead of market trends in an ever-evolving industry.

Our team at Fenestrae values talent and teamwork, as well as excellent customer service and moral ethics.  
We understand that reliable fax communications are an important component of running businesses 
efficiently and our commitment to providing top-notch quality solutions distinguishes us as a preferred 
vendor of business communication solutions by enterprises all over. With an impassioned team, innovative 
products, and leading technology solutions, Faxination by Fenestrae is positioned to continue driving the 
industry forward.

About Faxination by Fenestrae

Learn more about Faxination and how our team at Fenestrae can take your business communication to the next level

fenestrae.com info@fenestrae.com (770) 622-5445 +31 70 3015 100


